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Abstract: The use of distributed computer control systems (DCCS) demands high reliabi- 
lity. adequate real-time behaviour and increasinsJy econonxical systems. The last d t~nand 
rezluires the use of cheap standard ccmpcoents, wl~ncver possible. The following paper dis- 
cusses the realizMJon of DCCS with respect to these constraints. Problems due to the c(m- 
ventional use of standardized c.¢wnmmfication prot(x~ls in distributed control systems in 
general, and highly-w.liable systems in particular, are shown. Multicast communication cxm- 
cepts are ~ as solutions, using standardized protocols in a problem-specific way. The 
l~esented ccocepts fulfill the necessity of using standard components, as well as the specific 
&mands of DCCS. 

Keywords: Gontrol Systems. Local Area Networks. Computer Commnnieation Networks. 
Distributed Databases. Communication Protocols. Standard Protor~ls. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Hish ~mA,a~ are placed on distributed c~nputer 
control sys~us (DCCS). used in energy distribution. 
production or process eusineed~, whereby the costs 
aspect is more and mote dorninsmt~ Cost minlmiza- 
tion makes the use of cheap, standardized compon- 
ents and the design of simple, modular system 
concepts mandatory. In the following, specific archi- 
tect l l ral  feaD.lll~ fo r  SySi~ti  o ncnmnnlc4tt ion,  types  o f  

data storase and fault-tolerance in DCCS are derived 
from the systean requirements described. Existin~ 
standard communication protocols, e.g. TCP/IP. 
UDP/IP or ISO/OSI. are not intended to support these 
features; however, the lack of appropriate standard 
protocols in the UNIX mrcironm~mt requires the use 
of the existin~ ones. Problems with the conventional 
use of standard _c~nmunicstion protocols are shown, 
and two multicast concepts are presonted and evalua- 
ted. They are based on standardized communication 
pretom~, but use them in a problm-speciec manner. 
The multicast concepts are very simple (in compari- 
son with existin~ solutions) and have a very low mes- 
sage OVerPAid, c l o s e  to  the  m i n i m a l  m e s s a g e  cos t  

which is deterrnin,~l by simplified border conditions. 
Experimental results show that the timine characteri- 
stics of the first solution (ring multicast) are accepta- 
ble for small and medium-sized DCCS. The second 
solution (datagram multicast) is suitable for large 
DCCS and systems with specific demands for d_ata 
tr~n~er time and throughput. 

2. BASIC ARCHH'EUTL~ OF DCCS 

Modem industrial computer control systems are de- 
signed as distributed systems (Fig. 1). The systems 
consklered here consist of approx. 10-15 functional 
computers, to which the functional modules descri- 
bed below can be randomly associated. Functional 
c.~n~ters are connected via Local Area Networks 
(LAN), typically Ethernet. To meet the high demands 
for reliability, computers with important functiom are 
redundantly s ~ .  The func~onal scope of such 
systems incorporates data acquisition, b~s~_'_~ woces- 
sing of process dam (SCADA). a,a process visuatiza- 
t im (MMI), as well as additional funcfimal modules 
(complex secondary functions) depmdin~ on the con- 
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Fig. 1: System Arclfitecture of Distributed Computer 
Control Systems 

crete application purpose. Due to the distribution and 
redundancy of functions, complex dsts flows are pre- 
sent in the system. Infatuation flow from the process 
to the MMI daminA~eS (only this type of data flow is 
shown in Fig. 1). A tw, hnological description of the 
process and control sysmn is held in static data 
models. The process sta~ is kept in dynmi¢ d~t~ 
models (up to 200000 process vm'iables). MMI 

are held in further dam models; they comprise 
a static component, the image structure, and a dyna- 
mic section, the actual process stare. The following 
discussion is only commmd with dynamic data 
models, which are to be continuously updated. 

3. REQUIREMENTS AND EFFF_L~S ON SYSTEM 
ARO:IH'ECI2JRE 

3.1 Svstom P.~muireaneats 

The r e q ~ t s  placed on distributed czmputer 
camlrol systems can be divided into low costs, real- 
time behaviour and reliability/fault tolerance. More 
and more, the system costs and follow-up costs are 
proving to be the most imlxrtant factors. Low costs 
demand the use of standard components as much as 
possible, openness of the systems (in the sense of 
simple expandability and testability), modularity, and 
simple system coaz~pts, as well as i n d e I ~  
from a particular manufactura'. The use of standards 
omcems hardware (Wceksmtion. PC). operating 
system (UNIX), and vimaliz~on (X-W'mdows, 
O S F ~ O T ~  as well as the S y ~  cr'mmlmie-ation 
(LAN: Ethemct, protocol: TCP/IP. UDP/IP. ISO/ 
OSI). Cx~npenents available on the market are inte- 
gralecl to a system and expanded by non-present ~a- 
mre~ at the module inlerfaces (e.g. fault tolerance). 

The foUowing p&agraphs are mainly concerned with 
the last-mentkmod aspect, the comm~nlcation 
system. The required real-time behaviour is characte- 
rized by short response times, high system through- 
put. random access to all process data within very 
short time. permanent actualization of data models 
and infcrmation output at the MMI interface, good 
system dynamics even under heavy load (e.g., pro- 
cess failure), fast failure recognition and mcontigura- 
don in the case of the failure of redundant 
compo~nts. Due to the effects of centralization in 
the directien of the higher control levels and the con- 
sequences of component failures, high reliability by 
means of structural r~londancy and fault tolerance is 
re.quir~ for industrial computer control systems. For 
compumrs with important functions and very high 
reliability demands, the LAN bus has also to be red- 
undant CKochs et al.. 1993). P.~lundamy of the com- 
puters is realized according to the leader/follower 
principle, the computers exhibit fail-silent beamviour 
(Powell, 1991; Kopetz. 1989). 

3.2 Amhi~tural Necessities 

The requirements to a high degree determine the con- 
ceptual features of a system, especially system com- 
muuication and type of dat~ storage. Figure 2 shows 
the requirements and their effects on system architec- 
ture. Data acquisition and secondary functions am 
omitmd for tim sake of simplicity. 

Modem DCCS arc based on UNIX workstations; 
thus it would be desirable to use Client/Server com- 
munication, typical of UNIX enviromnents (Fig. 2a). 
Yet "pure" cllent-servex architectures with centrali- 
zed data stmage arc not appropriate for DCCS. Conti- 
nuous acl~/allzation of dynamic dam models would 
require cyclical processing of the whole process state. 
This is not possible - not even with the presently 
available very powerful computer and commnnlca- 
tien technology. Event-driven information transfer is 
necessary: Producer~Consumer communication. The 
data models of MMI images are kept in each MMI 
compumr: decentralization of dynamic data models. 
Furthermore. expanded MMI function~llties (e.g. 
Zooming. Serollin~) require that the dcc..e~traliz~ 
data modeis comprise the total process state (Fig. 
2/,). 

The most important critexion for distributed systems 
with decenlralizod databases is data consistency. In 
the case of fanlt-frce opexation, it is trivial to ensure 
data consistency. Yet it becomes a problem when 
failures occur. Process description takes place by 
means of process altexaticm (events) on the basis of a 
consistent original state of each data model. Disnlpti- 
ons lead to faulty and incamsistent data models (a 
process signal once lost, is lost forevex). This 
demands soluticm for the retrieval of information by 
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the transfer c£ complete data sets, or the avoidance 
ine(msistzncies by means of sophisticated approa- 
ches. Tnne-costly retrieval of infocmation in cases of 
computer or LAN-bus failure is not practical when 
usin8 modem MMI images, comlxisin8 the total pro- 
cess state. This means "seamless" reconfiguration is 
necessary to maintain d st8 ¢A311sisli~y, i~. immo. 
diate reck_ fi~euratioo without lOSS, dnplioation or 
ordering impaimmt  of infccmation (Fig. 7x). 

3.3 Fafisti~_ Solutims 

The problem faced is the consistent update of distri- 
buted databases in the presence ~f failures (interact- 
ive consistency), e.g. (Alford et al., 1985). Ccmsist- 

eney is expensive in terms of time and messages. Ex- 
istin8 commoJ~ial solutions are based on cen~alized 
s ~ .  and are thus not appropriate in the applica- 
t i m  area considered. There exist a number of  theoce- 
tical/exlm'imental solutions fc¢ consistency in 
distributed systems in the presence of failures, which 
are generally based on so-called "asreement proto- 
cols". These ccm~pts can be classified as synchro- 
ncus and asynchronous. Synchronous soluticm 
(Kopelz, 1989;, ChristiAn, 1990) are based on syn- 
chronized docks. They n~luixe space redundancy, i.e. 
message transmission over sevexal channels, which 
increases the computer load (ccmext switches). Thus, 
they are not aplz'opria~ for the systems co~dered  
here. Existlno asynehrmous solutions (Birman And 
Joseph, 1987; Ozalp, 1990) are ta r~a~ at sys~ms 

Costs: Standards (UNIX, TCP/IP) 

Real-timo Bohaviour. 

b) ~ MMI-~ncfio, a,ty 

Centralized Data Storage 

Client~Server Communication 

Decentralized Data Storage 

Producer/Consumer Communication 

c) ~ Fault Tolerance 

Leader~Follower-Synchronization 

"Seamless" Reconfiguration 

i MMI  uge 
MMI image, comprising total process ~.te 

Fig. 2: Architectural Features of DCCS 
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beyond the scope of DCCS, and ale thus too costly. 
CommnnieatiOll solutions for DCCS are shown in 
(PoweR, 1991); however, the concepts are complex 
and expensive with regard to communication and 
processing load, and do not meet the targeted system 
philosophy of expandln~ existlno market comtxments 
by non-present features. None of the existing con- 
cepts fits as an appropriate communication architec- 
ture for the DCCS considered. As a consequence, 
several commnni~lRion ccvo~pts were developed, 
and will be discussed in the following. 

4. STANDARDVZ~ PROTOCOLS: 
CONVENTIONAL USE 

Solutions have been developed with a particular 
emphasis on simple (and thus cheap) concepts, 
modular system architectures with the use of standar- 
dized protocols, and comparatively low commnnica- 
tion overhead. A specific problem when using UNIX 
operating systems is that aU existing standardized 
protocols in the UNIX environment (TCP/IP, UDP/ 
IP, ISO/OSD are dedicated to Client/Server commu- 
nication with centralized data storage, i.e. an appro- 
priate use of the protocols to implement Producer/ 
Comumer communication is required. A first solu- 
tion would be the conventional use of standardized 
communication protocols. This involves the imple- 
mentation of c.onn~tiens between distributed proces- 
ses according to an application-specific structure 
(point-to-point-structure). Conventional use of stan- 
dardized commtmication protocols evokes a number 
of problems to be discussed below. The statements 
apply to the TCP/IP protocol (Comer and Stevens, 
1991). and in similar fashion to ISO/OSI protocols. 

Conventi(~lal u ~  of s t a n ~  cortlmunication 
protocols demands a high level of linkinoo between 
the computers for data transfer and failure recogni- 
tion. The lattex rexluires fast and consistent recogni- 
tion of component failures by all the participants, e.g. 
(Christian, 1988). Failure nv',,ognition takes place by 
means of c, onn~tion timeout. Transfer of single pro- 
cess events would be expensive (bus load, context 
switches); a combined time-driven/amount-driven 
tran.ffer of process data is required. Ccamection-ori- 
ented protocols support tmicast communication only, 
i.e. messaaes have to be seat several times, and this is 
even worse if the sender is redundantly configured: 
each connection has to be synchronked separately 
between Leader and Follower. These aspects lead to a 
high work load for the LAN and computers, in parti- 
cnhr for the redundantly configured SCADA compu- 
mr as the logical centre of the system. 

In distributed systems, the problem of causal and 
total order of transferred and processed data exists, 
e.g. one has to prevent original data being p ro (~s~  
after data derived from the original data. This 
demands sophisticated measures to ensure causal 

and/or total order if protocols are conventionally used 
(Lamport, 1978; PoweR, 1991). 

The system strucaLre is parametered or even pro- 
grammed into the commllllicAtion software (~maD- 
tics: "send message to", "receive message from"). 
Alterations or extensions of the system strucaa'e are 
complex and expensive. Besides (de-)couplln~ the 
system via the LAN bus on the hardware side. it is 
also necessary to detach the computers with their 
commtmication protocols on the software side. Fail- 
ure of components leads to undesired cnmmnnication 
feedback due to protocol dependencies. This feed- 
back must be controlled by the sender and the receiv- 
er software. Receiver acknowledgement of the TCP/ 
IP protocol cannot be evaluated by sender applicati- 
ons. This means the temporal sequence of data trans- 
fer cannot be exactly controlled, and thus leads to 
possible incomistencies in cases of failure, which can 
only be remedied via additional meg:.hani.~aS. TCP/IP 
parametefin8 for retrausmission and connection time- 
out due to component failure with the aim of redu- 
cing fault latency is limited and not according to the 
standard (Comer aad Lin, 1993). 

Further problems concern the necessity of additional 
buffering of sender data at the application level for 
tim prevention of data loss in cases of connection 
timeout. 

5. MULTICAST CONCEPTS FOR DCCS 

Due tO the problems with the conventional use of 
standardized protocols two multicast concepts, based 
on the UDP/IP protocol, have been developed. The 
concepts use standanfize, d protocols in a problem- 
specific manner. UDP/IP cxmstitutea the uac, ontirm~, 
non-connected alternative to TCP/IP. The following 
objectives were aimed at during the development of 
these concepts: 

Realization of simple concepts. 

- Use of standardized ¢,ommlmicatio~l protocols 
(thereby preventing tim problems mentioned). 

Minimizalion of dependencies or feedback by the 
protocols. 

Effective utilization of LAN bus and computers. 

Equal distribution of computer workload due to 
communication on all comlxments. 

Simple and efficient mechanisms for failure 
recogaifion and reconfiguration of computers aad 
bus. 

Simple monitoring aad test interfaces. 

The procedure described first (ring multicast) is 
based on ring-configured information transfer within 
the system, whereby a logical multicast is realized. 
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The second concept uses the physical multicast 
m~h~mism of the datagram-oden~ UDP/IP proto- 
col (datagram muiticasO. 

5.1 l~inu Multi~J__~ Protocol 

In the case of the ring multicast concept (Fig. 3), d~t~ 
exeh~n.ee takes place via a cizculatiu8 token of varia- 
ble length. Stations willing to send wait for the token 
(1) .nd enter their data upon receipt of the tokea (2). 
Dining the followin8 token circulation (3) the data 
pass all (potential) receivers. ~ . h  station holding the 
tokm selects inf~'mation and sdds its own data Io the 
token (4). After a full token cycle data are removed 
from the token by the sender (5), and new d_ata are 
entered. Besides the advantages of the concept - dis- 
cussed later - the protocol could have one possible 
drawbeck, when used in large DCCS, comprising a 
high number of components (mc~e than 10 compu- 
ters). Due to the circulation of information, ,m,,,'c_~p- 
table token rotation times could occur under heavy 
load. Thus, fc~ large DCCS a second protocol was 
developed with the ~im of a more efficient use of the 
LAN bus for data eramfer and the reduction of token 
rotation times. 

5.2 Datsaram Mnlticatst Protocol 

In the case of datasram mulficast, data exch~n~ 
takes place by means of physical brmd-hnulticest 
using the datagram mechanism of the UDP/IP proto- 
col. Modem opersti~ systems enable multicast 

t r a n s ~ ,  whereby data ~L,~ction is suppc r~  by the 
receiver hardware. Dat~ 'mn transfer of the UDP/IP 
protocol is e,xecu~! without ~ n o w l e d g e m e ~  For 
the re~ii-ation of canfirmed i ~ e t  as well as for 
mooitori~ failurm of system ~ ,  an ack- 
n o w ~ t  r ~  is installed between the indivi- 
dual mmm-ni,'aticu psrticiplmts. D ~  ~ransfer 
in brmd-/mul6cmt and token e:~i- ,n~ see executed 
completely uynchttmously. On the mbsequent 
receipt of the token, the sender of a ¢!~_-_*mn eaters 
the datagram sequeace n u m ~  into the token. Use of 
an ~ldition~i global sequence number for the dam- 
~m~ ~ m nnArn~oUS d4Magr~ Order. If a 
stalion does not receive Ir~n~nltted data (recogniz- 
able to the zeceiver by means of the acknowledse- 
meat token) a negative acknowled/cemem is entered 
into the token; transfer is repeated by the sender. 

5.3 t ~ e . ~  ~ 

The l ~ l  ~ 1 ~  l ~ ' e ~ l  above ~ "  the fol- 
lowing advantages in compariscm to co~venticully 
employed standardized protocols: 

- Disui~fiou of events and decenU'alizalion of d~t~ 
are implici~y suppom~ by the concept. Consist- 
ency-mAint~inin~ ll~,(X~LffSfiOI1 is easy to realize 
by me, ms ~" d~ m~C~st cmc~m. 

. Infmmation selection at the receiver, dependen- 
cies in cases of changes or failures lwe mlnlmiTad 
(semantics: "send message", "receive message of 
type") 

® H H I _H I I _H 

© HH HH I 

! ~ .  3: l~in~ Multi~st 
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The ~lTImlmlc.Stion worldosd for bus and compu- 
ters is decreased (datasram multicast: hardware 
supl~t  f ~  information selection, eee data trans- 
fer for reliable information tr~_~'er to all recei- 
vers; ring multicast: cotlision-f~ee data transfer). 

Causal and total order is ensured by tbe protocol. 

A simple concept for the consistent monitoring of 
all computer componeats (membership-service) 
without additioaml workload and information 
tr~@er. 

5.4 Protocol Evaluafi~ 

Some theoretical and experimental results on proto- 
col cost will be presented, assumln~ that messases 
are sent to all components in the system (this assump- 
tion is justified in modem DCCS, where each ccmpo- 
neat holds a d y n m ~  data model). Due to the implicit 
acknowledgement scheme of rin 8 concepts, infctana- 
tion transfer takes place without explicit acknowled- 
gement. This leads to a very low message cost of the 
protocols (n messages for one piece of infmmatien 
and n-1 recipients). The use of physical multicasts 
(datagram multicast) brings further improvements for 
bus and computer loads. Comparison: data consisteny 
is comparatively trivial to ensure if the source of 
information is highly reliable and no _commnnir41tion 
failures occur (only message loss, caused by transient 
errors has to be managed by acimowledgements). 
Even in this simplified case information tran~er 
requires n-1 messages, plus further acknowledge- 
ments and additional mechanisms for messase orde- 
ring and consistent system view. 

Experimental evaluatien of tin 8 m u l ~ t  yielded 
token rotation times Of 300-400ms (8 ring partici- 
pants, token length 30kByte, OS: Soleris 2.2). 
Datagram multicast yielded token rotation times of 
about 200ms, due to the redmmd token lensth. 

6. CONCLUSION 

solutions in comparison to conventional use of stan- 
dardized comm-n~ation protocols are demonstrated. 
The protocols enable standardized protocols to be 
used, avoidins the above-mentioned problems. 

The paper is the result of a R&D project in common 
with ABB Network Control and Protection. 
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